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A two sided detailed road and tourist map of Iceland at a scale of 1:400,000 (1" to 6 miles). The map

is on one side and the index is on the reverse. Shading is used to accent the land in relief. Selected

elevations and distances are shown. Contour lines are superimposed at 200 meter intervals. There

are insets of central Reykjavik at a scale of 1:5,000 (13" to a mile). A locator map shows Iceland in

relation to Europe, and some photographs of the scenery. In addition to road classifications and fuel

stations, the extensive legend includes geysirs, caves, waterfalls, national parks, hiking shelters,

and golf courses. The legend is in Danish, German, English, and Italian.
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This map has a lot of detail and was a great tool along w electronic maps for use while driving in

Iceland. It was perfect for planning & contained more info than the Google map download; it is large,

sturdy and nicely printed. Mostly used it for planning, then used google maps for our primary

navigation source enroute. (If you haven't used google maps offline, check it out. When you're

online, download google maps which are available to you offline. Offline, you can plug in routes and

get detailed directions. Also, they'll track your progress, provided your device has GPS activation,

which most phones do, but not all iPads. About the only thing missing was traffic.)

Terrific and detailed map for our trip around Iceland (literally around on Route 1). This map provided

an easy-to-read scale map showing a lot of roads and interesting places. We had a map from the

tour company as well and we used both maps constantly. This one was more detailed than the one

from the tour company. (The maps in our 3 guide books were less detailed than either of these other



2 maps). I recommend it.

A good map and, for the most part, it served its purpose. However there are some places,

highlights, etc., that simply did not make it on this map and/or were obscured by trying to cram in too

much info. Again, we used this map everyday during our 17 days driving throughout Iceland, but we

were also required to resort to Google maps and local area/regional maps provided/picked up along

the way. That said, if you're going to Iceland, get this map; once there, you'll be in remote areas

where you cannot easily pick up a map and, in case your digital resources fail, it's always excellent

to have this as a back up.

I've seen this brand of map all over Europe (it's from a German company so you know it must be

comprehensive) so when I was looking for a solid map to use while driving around Iceland for a

week I decided to pick this one. I was not disappointed at all! The map is very big, but because it's

so big there is a lot of detail. The kilometers are printed both for short and long distances which is

very helpful for estimating travel times.Another thing that saved us many times was that the gas

stations are marked on the map. Most small towns have gas stations, at least where we were

(south, west, and northwest), but it was conforting to be able to look on the map and see how far we

had to go to get to the next gas station. And the map seemed up to date. We had no problems

finding roads, camp grounds, landmarks, gas stations, etc that were listed on the map.We had a

GPS unit in our car but my friend and I both prefer looking at a physical map and didn't look at the

GPS once because we didn't need it, so if you plan on using this map as your primary travel

resource or even just as a GPS backup, I would highly recommend it!!!

Just got back from Iceland. Drove around for 8 of my 12 days.This map showed roads very well.

The color-coding of road type (paved, good gravel, dirt) was very easy to use. It had kilometers

between short stretches and long stretches in different colors, that was also easy to read.The only

thing is that its symbols for campgrounds, golf courses, etc., were so large that at times they

obscured underlying information!Nevertheless, it seems the best choice at the best price.(PS: They

are just opening a paved stretch of Highway 61, and a new bridge, near Reykjanes that bypasses a

particularly horrid stretch of gravel on the way to Isafjordur. This doesn't show on the map.)

Good map....didn't use it for my Iceland adventure. I didn't realize how large it was and cumbersome

it was for a driving tour. As others have mentioned, you don't really need to purchase a map to bring



to Iceland. Unless you are doing extensive planning of a trip across the entire country, the maps

available for free or by rental car/tour companies are more than adequate if not more up-to-date. My

trip was a 8-day self-guided driving tour of Iceland setup through Tour.is, they provide a annotated,

detailed map that we used. The other key piece is that the car rental (procar) gave us a GPS. GPS

was not very accurate, many times is was messing up F roads, gravel roads, etc. But having the

tour.is provide mapped quickly cleared up any issues with GPS.

Very helpful for finding campsites and gas stations. the map is large and did tear from all of the use

Map was extremely useful in my trip to Iceland, for planning purposes and also for navigation insead

of using Google Maps and saving a lot in my cell international data package! A specially useful

aspect was the indication of regular tarmac vs dirt roads.
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